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HV Power
A hands-on Supplier!
In the drive for greater efficiency and network reliability, our customers are selecting more advanced technologies. Unfortunately,
with skilled staff shortages and the trend for many companies to turn to contract staff, retention of knowledge and detail is poor.
Therefore in selecting equipment, a critical advantage is obtained by working with a local supplier whose staff have a thorough
understanding of the products and their application.
HV Power understands that customers often cannot wait for a New Zealand supplier to rely solely on overseas principals to sort
out problems. At HV Power, our staff have practical industry experience, together with the right equipment and bench test tools to
allow us to duplicate customer setups, diagnose and resolve problems. We invest in regular training of our staff by our suppliers.
We pride ourselves on fully understanding the applications, product specifications, settings and operation of all our products.
Our team at HV Power won’t sell a product until we’re confident that it does what it claims, and we can fully support it - locally.
HV Power – we’re hands-on, simply more than a supplier!

Product Gallery
SIEMENS
SIEMENS is a global leader in power generation, transmission and distribution. In New Zealand,
protection and control IED products from Siemens Energy division are distributed by HV Power.
The SIPROTEC family of Protection Relays has full
IEC 61850 capability besides supporting all other
major communication protocols, for seamless
integration. The latest generation of technology,
SIPROTEC 5 brings scalable and retrofit table
hardware to fit customers’ needs, together with
multiple protocol support and security features
required in today’s communication environments.
We’ve been involved in the implementation of
substation automation systems based on Siemens
relays and IEC 61850 in many substations where
SICAM PAS (Power Automation System) also
provides SCADA connection to a wide range of
serial and Ethernet protocols.
HV Power also represents Siemens range of
MV switchgear, including Ring Main Units,
Reclosers and outdoor circuit breakers.

TEKRON INTERNATIONAL
Since 1998 local NZ manufacturer Tekron International has manufactured GPS time clocks
and signal isolation products for the synchronisation of equipment distributed across
electrical and communication networks.
Tekron International’s products are used in more than 40 countries by major electric utilities
and telcos for whom reliable products and excellent back up support are vital. Tekron’s
warranty is 10 years.
HV Power distribute Tekron products throughout New Zealand providing customers with
practical, user friendly and innovative solutions to meet even the most demanding time
synchronisation specification.

A.EBERLE
REG-D and REG-DA voltage regulators developed by A.Eberle GmbH
of Germany are the most widely used tap changer controllers in
New Zealand. Local lines companies implement these “one box”
solutions for automatic voltage regulation and temperature control of
their substation transformers.
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Manufactured by A.Eberle, the REG-DP controller for classic
Petersen Coils is one of the key components in HV Power’s RE+DS
system. Control of the coil allows it to act as a Rapid Earth Fault
Current Limiter (REFCL), while A.Eberle’s EOR-D & EOR-3D provide
highly effective earth fault detection and location capabilities.
A.Eberle also have a range of power quality analysers for portable
field use and models for permanent monitoring. This technology
solves a number of issues that have frustrated users of test instrument
style analysers for years.

REYROLLE
Energy Automation Division
SIPROTEC Protection Relays
SICAM PAS Substation Automation

Siemens Protection Devices
Reyrolle Protection Relays
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Product Gallery
RESONANT EARTHING & EARTH-FAULT
DETECTION SYSTEMS (RE+DS)
In New Zealand and Australia there is increasing demand to reduce the
number of supply interruptions experienced by consumers. For Network
owners there is also a statutory requirement to meet minimum SAIDI and
CAIDI standards. One way of substantially improving these is to be able
to continue operating the network safely in the presence of earth faults.
HV Power’s RE+DS system offers a cost effective approach to
Compensated Networks combining Petersen coil
and controller with advanced Earth-fault Detection
solutions.

RMS
Relay Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd (RMS) is an Australian owned and operated
company dedicated to the design, manufacture and distribution of high quality
protective relays and accessories including:
n Auxiliary and tripping relays
n Single and multi-function protection relays
n Trip circuit supervision relays
n Arc fault protection relays
With over 45 years of experience, RMS offer a broad base of field-proven products.

MTE HYDROCAL
Transformers are the most cost intensive single component asset in power
transmission/distribution and should therefore be supervised with special care.
Analysis of the gases dissolved in transformer oil is recognised as the most
useful tool for early detection and diagnosis of incipient faults in transformers.
The cost effectiveness of online dissolved gas analysis (DGA) is well known.
HV Power support in NZ and Australia MTE’s range of HYDROCAL brand,
maintenance-free online DGA and moisture in oil detection solutions.

HORSTMANN FAULT PASSAGE INDICATORS
Following an agreement signed with Horstmann’s Australasian master distributor MV
Technologies, Horstmann Fault Passage Indicators are now available in New Zealand from
HV Power. Fault Passage Indicators flag the passing of a short circuit or earth fault current
on the line. High Intensity LED indicators on the device allow network staff to quickly patrol
line sections to identify a faulted line section. Fault Passage Indicators can significantly
reduce the time to discover faults and therefore to restore power to consumers. Horstmann’s
products also feature DNP SCADA connectivity allowing network operators to direct line
staff directly to the faulted section – further reducing outage duration.
With SCADA connectivity a host of other information becomes available, such as logging
of line currents and conductor temperature, making the ‘SMART NAVIGATOR’ series an
integral part of any smart grid system.Horstmann NAVIGATOR series offer auto setting
capabilities, to provide sensitive and
reliable indication, even with very lightly
loaded feeders or changing customer load
patterns. Ultra low power consumption
and robust enclosure materials support a
long maintenance free service life, even in
the harshest outdoor environments.
For MV switchgear, the panel or cable
mounted products including the popular
Opto and ComPass B series, provide
reliable fault current indications.

IPEC
IPEC specialise in the design and manufacture of Partial Discharge (PD) monitoring and testing
solutions for the power industry. Their product range includes portable switchgear PD testing
instruments, cable PD testing systems, permanent PD monitoring for MV, HV and EHV systems
and a range of PD sensors.
IPEC are experts in on-line PD testing of MV and HV switchgear, with their PD monitor for
permanent installation being used on over 3,500 HV assets around the world.

RE+ DS
HV Power Resonant Earthing &
Earth-fault Detection Systems

Electro Industries/
GaugeTech
Arc Suppression Coils
Earthing Solutions

Metering for Power Utilities & Industry

Specialised Protection
& Control Solutions

Remote monitoring
by GPRS

New Supplier Focus
IPEC Partial Discharge Monitoring
What is Partial Discharge?
Partial Discharge (PD) is an electrical discharge that does
not completely bridge the space between two conducting
electrodes. The discharge may be in (for example) a gasfilled void in a solid insulating material, in a gas bubble in a
liquid insulator, or around an electrode in a gas.
Partial Discharge occurs at normal working voltages as the
defects or cavities in solid insulation are usually filled with
a gas of significantly lower breakdown strength than the
surrounding material. In addition to this, the permittivity of
the gas is invariably lower than that of the solid insulation,
causing the electric field intensity in the cavity to be higher
than that in the surrounding dielectric. Therefore, under the
normal working stress of the insulation, the voltage across
the cavity may exceed the breakdown value and initiate
electrical breakdown, or Partial Discharge in
the void.

The PD Alarm

Partial discharge is generally accepted as the predominant
cause of long-term degradation and eventual failure of
electrical insulation. As a result, its measurement is standard
procedure in the factory testing of many types of highvoltage equipment. In addition, partial discharge activity can
be tested for or monitored on in-service equipment to warn
against pending insulation failure.

•

Online real time monitoring of critical or suspect
switchgear

•

Very quick to install – magnetic attachment

•

Report via SMS and email – outside of existing IT
infrastructure if desired

•

Monitor and record as part of condition based
maintenance

•

Advanced algorithms to distinguish between noise
and PD

While IPEC offer a range of
handheld devices, the PD
Alarm is designed for rapid
installation on switchgear
such as RMUs. The PD Alarm
mounts magnetically on the
switchgear and only requires a
power connection to operate.
A local alarm is provided and
output contacts for remote
monitoring. If fitted with an
optional modem, easy-toimplement SMS or email
alarms can be generated.
It is possible to quickly
implement a monitoring
solution for switchgear with little involvement of your
SCADA/IT department.
The PD Alarm uses a combination of TEV (transient voltage
measurement) and three ultrasonic sensors for detecting
surface PD.
HV Power offers IPEC’s range of solutions for:

•

Partial Discharge detection and location in MV, HV and
EHV power cables

•
•
•
•

Location of PD cable terminations
PD detection and location in MV switchgear
Long-term PD monitoring
Routine PD spot testing

Siemens MV Equipment
HV Power represents quality Siemens MV switchgear in New Zealand. Our team has experienced project
management staff, commissioning engineers, protection engineers and factory trained staff to ensure our
customers get the best solution.

Indoor
Switchgear

The Recloser head unit is electromechanical,
containing no electronic devices. This eliminates the
need for pole top replacements in later service due to
failed electronics.

The 8DJH compact
Ring Main Unit offers a
wide variety of modular
choices. Designs can
include ring switches,
transformer feeders
using fuses or circuit
breakers, cable feeders,
bus sectionalisers and
revenue metering panels.
Your specific needs can
be accommodated by
specifying the modules
and arrangement
required. 11 & 22 kV
distribution systems (to
630 A) are supported.

The controller is based on the Siemens (Reyrolle)
ARGUS-M 7SR224 directional overcurrent protection
relay, but with added features to suit the specific needs
of protecting long rural lines such as differentiation of
low-fault currents to overload situations, and thermal
protection of lines. Although highly reliable, the
controller is field removable, allowing line staff to hotswap out the device if required, such as to apply new
settings, without the need to have technical staff at site.

Outdoor Vacuum Circuit Breakers
(11, 22 & 33 kV)

Siemens Outdoor Vacuum Circuit Breakers are
specifically designed
to have a minimum
of moving parts and
a simple design in
order to guarantee
a long electrical and
mechanical service
life. The 3AF0 and
3AG0 are restrikefree and offer reliable
operation through their
stored-energy spring
operating mechanism.
They are easy to
install, operate, and
maintain. Due to their
modular structure
8DJH Ring Main Unit
and lightweight
8DJH Ring Main Unit as switchboard panel
components, these
Front panel locking is
Siemens live-tank
intuitive and fool proof –
circuit-breakers can
meeting the specific needs of the NZ distribution companies’
easily be transported to their
standard practices. The 8DJH Ring Main Unit is also
3AF0 Vacuum Breaker
installation site. They can be
available with outdoor enclosure options to suit your needs.
optimally adapted to each
The Ring Main Unit features low pressure, sealed-for-life
application using current and voltage transformers mounted
tanks, to eliminate the need for maintenance and gas
on the CB stand.
handling. The 8DJH can be specified with combined or
separate tanks per panel and extensible capability where
Other technologies
bus extension and addition of further modules may be
HV Power also offers Siemens range
needed in the future. Further options are available for the
of stepped voltage regulators and
8DJH series including motorised operation of disconnectors
pole mounted hardware including
and spring recharge, auxiliary switches for remote indication,
disconnectors, switch-disconnectors,
surge protection, VT & CT options and a range of protection,
earthing switches and fuses. Grouped
indication and fault passage indicators.
operated switches
and motorised
switches are
available.
Ring Main Units (11 & 22 kV)

Outdoor Switchgear

The 8DJH series of Ring Main Units is also available with a
variety of Class A and B enclosures to enable the units to be
used for outdoor applications. Contact HV Power for more
information.

JFR Single Phase Line
Regulator

Reclosers
(11, 22 & 33 kV)

Recloser with 33 kV Control Cubicle

Single and three pole
outdoor reclosers with
voltage ratings for 11 kV,
22 kV and 33 kV
distribution systems are
available from HV Power.
The vacuum-only devices
provide high performance
and long life.

Pole Mount Switchgear

SFR Three Phase Line Regulator
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Ring Main Unit Enclosures
Two outdoor enclosure options are available for Siemens
8DJH Ring Main Units.

External Material

Stainless Steel Grade 1.4301
(= AISI 304)

Paint finish

2 pack PU/Acrylate solvent based
paint system

Colour

RAL7032 Pebble Grey

IP rating

IP23D/IP34D

Weight

450 to 550 kg

Height

1450 mm above ground, when
installed 900 mm deep

IAC B specification is critical for all network switching assets
accessible to the public – especially where switching is
undertaken remotely or autonomously.

Depth

(external) 1154 mm

Width

(external) 1674, 1983, 2370 mm

Three sizes of enclosure are available to suit different switch
configurations.

Electrical

Up to 24 kV, 630 A, 50 Hz

Type A & B
The Bosecker series of enclosure are Type Tested outdoor
stainless steel enclosures for use with Siemens 8DJH series
Ring Main Units. The enclosures are internal arc classified:

•
•

IAC A (authorised personnel) Front, Lateral and Rear
IAC B (unrestricted accessibility including public)
Front, Lateral and Rear

Type tested to IEC 62271 202, these enclosures ensure
maximum safety for network operating staff as well as the
general public.

Type A enclosure
This low cost enclosure allows the 8DJH Ring Main Unit to
be used outdoors. The enclosure forms an integral part of
the Ring Main Unit and is designed to allow the RMU to be
installed on a pre-cast concrete plinth. The enclosure offers
an Ingress Protection rating of IP54. The RMU and enclosure
are type tested for Internal Arc Classification IAC A FLR
21kA for 1 second, to ensure operator safety. The unit is
designed to vent to the top rear of the RMU, well away from
the operator.
Different enclosure widths are available to support common
RMU configurations up to 2000 mm widths
Example RMU
Configuration

Width

Height

Depth

RRT (CCF)

1070 mm

1575 mm

955 mm

RRRT (CCCF)

1380 mm

1575 mm

955 mm

RRTT (CCFF)

1500 mm

1575 mm

955 mm

The enclosure is painted in Siemens (SN) 47030 Light Basic
colour, similar to RAL 7047 Tele Gray.
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Horstmann Fault Passage Indicators
The most economical method of
reducing fault downtime
:

•
•

Restore power faster

•
•

Long service life

•

Switchgear short-circuit and earth-fault detection

Reliable indication of faults – auto setting to maintain
optimal sensitivity
SCADA connectivity for automated reporting and
Smart Grid functions

Following an agreement signed with Horstmann’s
Australasian master distributor MV Technologies, Horstmann
Fault Passage Indicators are now available in New Zealand
from HV Power.
This includes the well-known Alpha, Sigma, Opto, ComPass
and NAVIGATOR series.

Switchgear
A wide variety of panel, surface and cable-mounted fault
current indicators are available. For switchgear voltage
monitoring/indication can be provided via HR or LRM
(WEGA) interfaces. The ComPass B connects to both current
and voltage, reporting current, voltage, power and 15 min,
24 hr, 7/365 day maximum demand. With SCADA interface,
the ComPass B is the ideal switchgear smart grid interface.

Horstmann
ComPass B
switchgear
smart grid
interface

Overhead Lines
Mounted directly on the line via shotgun hot stick, the
NAVIGATOR flashes to indicate passage of a fault current.
When installed at intervals on overhead lines, this allows
field staff to quickly identify the faulted section of the line
that requires more detailed inspection. Installing at tap
connections allows the faulted feeder to be quickly identified.
Versions with directional indication are also available for rings
or circuits with backfeeds.
The NAVIGATOR series are
self-powered with field
replaceable batteries.
These provide 20
years of monitoring life,
with over 500 hours
of indication. The
IP68 units are fully
sealed, providing
a long service
life. Automatic
threshold setting
ensures reliable
operation on lines
with changing load
profiles – simply
install and let the
NAVIGATOR do its job.

Horstmann SMART NAVIGATOR
Fault Passage Indicator

Horstmann SMART REPORTER
pole-mounted SCADA
communication interface

The SMART NAVIGATOR includes low-power radio
communications to a pole-mounted SCADA communication
interface (radio or GPRS/GSM). This SMART REPORTER
allows fault indication to be passed directly to SCADA (DNP),
eliminating the time for staff to determine the faulted section
by a visual line patrol. Additional data logging such as line
load/temperature information can also be reported.
For SWER lines, a new highly-sensitive fault current
indicator has been developed that
features trip currents starting
at 6 A. Auto setting, the
unit features automatic
inrush current restraint,
to maintain reliable
indication of fault
currents on SWER
lines.
Horstmann SWER Fault
Passage Indicator

HV Power’s co-operation with Sydney-based
MV Technologies allows us to draw on their
years of experience working with power
utilities in Australia in the application
of Horstmann devices. HV Power
provides NZ customers with local
technical support in
New Zealand.

Horstmann cable-mounted
Fault Indicator
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The Company
Founded in 1994, HV Power is a privately held technology
company that operates as the exclusive NZ distributor for several
foreign and one local manufacturer.
We specialise in protective relaying, substation automation,
transformer tap changer & temperature controls and resonant
earthing systems. We’re also involved in fault passage indicators,
time synchronisation, power quality monitoring, electrical
metering products and transformer DGA monitoring. We provide
equipment to the electrical industry offering powerful and cost
effective solutions.

The HV Power front line

HV Power has built a solid reputation for providing
comprehensive technical and practical hands-on support to
our customers amongst the NZ power utility companies, their
engineering consultants and contractors.
The HV Power team holds many years of industry experience
and knowledge on the application of the various technologies
the company supplies. As an example of a practical hands-on
success, since early 2005 the team has been closely involved
with the first implementations in Australasia of substation
Automation based on IEC 61850.

Technical Support 0800 HV CALL (0800 48 2255)

Geoff Vaughan
Founder & MD

Mike Strong
General Manager & Director

Geoff has 30 years experience as an
importer of niche electrical and electronic
technologies. Since establishing HV Power in
1994 he has built a company offering leading
edge products and exceptional service to the
power industry.

Mike joined the team in 2003 bringing practical
experience of contracting and project management
within the power industry.

Nick Bowe
Protection Engineer

Vladimir Brijacek
Senior Engineer

Nick has significant experience working in the
power industry as a Protection Engineer.

Vladimir is well-known in the industry with 30 years of
practical electrical engineering experience.

His role is to support our customers with the
application, commissioning and operation of
the SIPROTEC protection relays and our other
IED products.

At HV Power he’s responsible for providing our
commissioning support, protection audits and
Engineer-to-Contract roles.

Marcus Ling
Product Specialist

John Parker
Integration Engineer

Marcus Ling has for many years been
associated with the sale of primary plant
to the New Zealand PTD sector.

John joins us from South Africa where he developed
considerable expertise in the area of industrial controls
and SCADA communications.

His role in HV Power is to develop
opportunities for new solutions including
the supply of Resonant Earthing products.

John’s role is to support HV Power’s customers with
SCADA connection of our products and addresses IEC
61850 communication and network topology issues.

Warwick Beech
Sales & Marketing Manager

Robert Knight
Sales Engineer

Originally employed by NZED, for the last decade
Warwick has been working internationally as a
Product Manager in the power quality industry.
Now he’s returned to Wellington and set up a local
office for HV Power.

Rob Knight emigrated to NZ having
completed a successful career in
the Royal Navy. He is responsible for
managing the delivery of our services.

Mike’s role as HV Power’s General Manager is to lead
the team and to coordinate and manage the company
and its resources.

Warwick’s current role is Sales Manager.

Barbara Haughey
Administration
Barbara handles the accounts and
order processing for the team.
She is the first point of contact for
customers phoning HV Power.
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HV Power Measurements and Protection Ltd
Unit 4, 1 Porters Avenue, Eden Terrace
PO Box 26-074, Epsom, Auckland 1344, New Zealand
Tel 09 377 2001 Fax 09 302 2142
sales@hvpowerautomation.com
Technical Support 0800 HV CALL (0800 48 2255)
Wellington Office
8 Rongotai Road, Kilbirnie, Wellington, New Zealand
Tel: 64-4-387 7339

HV POWER SERVICES helps customers implement the various
technologies we supply. Our Technical Support staff have detailed
product knowledge and a lot of application experience. They are
a valuable resource available to customers. Our Services portfolio
includes:
n

Hands-on product training

n

Creating application standards

n

Engineer to Contract roles

n

Independent review

n

Equipment and operator hire

n

Commissioning assistance

Visit us online at www.hvpower.co.nz
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